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twelve or thirteen inches up-or still more, profess to cure
it, I say, is what I cannot understand any one capable of,
unless he be extremely ignorant, or, still worse, intention-
ally deceiving the patient. Unhappily, however, it has long
been a practice with specialists, in this class of diseases, to
employ treatment directed to strictures alleged to exist in
such situations. I will now show you a patient, in whom this
has been done, although I firmly believe he never had anything 
,I
wrong with his rectum.
[The patient, W. C-, aged forty-two, residing at York,
was now brought in, and stated that ten years ago he suffered
from some bowel complaint, accompanied with a mucous dis-
charge from the rectum, and that he was then sent up to
London to consult a certain rectum doctor, who told him that
he had a stricture of the bowel, and passed very long bougies
for a distance of about thirteen inches. He remained nine
weeks under his care, the bougies being introduced about four
times a week. He was, however, no better, and returned to
York with some medicine and a bougie which he had pur-
chased in London by the doctor’s direction, and which he has
passed himself two or three times a week during the ten years
that have since elapsed. The man having left the theatre, Mr.
Syme said :-]
Had l told you such a tale as this myself, you might perhaps
have supposed me to be romancing; but you have now heard
it from the patient’s own lips. But you may say that this is
an old story, and that the light has perhaps shone in upon this
practitioner during the last ten years, and shown him the error
of his ways; but not long ago, I was consulted by a gentleman
from England, who had been just before under the charge of
the same person, and treated in the same way, although his
rectum was as sound as any man’s in Edinburgh. Such prac-
tices should be made fully known to the public as well as to the
profession. It may be difficult to do this in London, from
a natural unwillingness to incur the hostility of vindictive
neighbours, but not being influenced by any such fear, I am
.resolved to do what may be in my power.
FISSURE OF THE ANUS.
A man, about thirty years of age, next presented himself,
complaning of pain at stool, and especially for some time
afterwards. Mr. Syme, on examination of the rectum, dis-
covered a fissure of the anus, with a small external pile at
its base. He remarked, that on looking superficially at the
-anus, there was nothing to be seen but’ a small external
pile, which might be supposed of no importance, but which,
taken in connexion with the patient’s symptoms, induced a
careful examination of the part, when it was found that an
ulcerated fissure ran up from it. Mr. Syme, having introduced
the point of the forefinger of the left hand into the rectum,
.pushed a small curved knife into the verge of the anus, where
tha external pile was situated, and brought out the point of
the instrument into the rectum, above the upper extremity of
the fissure, as felt by the finger, and then drawing out the
’knife and finger together, divided the mucous membrane along
the whole course of the fissure; he then cut off the small pile,
remarking, that if left it was apt to be troublesome. Having
placed a small piece of lint in the anus, and dismissed the
patient, he said :-]
This case again reminds me of the rectum specialists. During
my residence in London, I was consulted by an officer, who
’had been absent six months from his regiment in Ireland,
under the treatment of one of them, without obtaining any
relief from the agony produced by a fissure of the anus, from
which he was relieved in an instant by the small operation you
have just witnessed. This disease, though often productive of
extremely severe symptoms, might readily pass unnoticed by
one whose attention had not been directed to the subject.
We are indebted to the distinguished French surgeon, M.
Boyer, for pointing it out; but his treatment, though effectual,
was unnecessarily severe, consisting in complete division of the
sphincter; after which, several months’ confinement was re-
quisite for recovery. So the treatment continued, till I hap-
pened to discover, many years ago, that the slight incision I
have shown you was sufficient. If the pain produced by
examination with the finger is very agonizing, chloroform
gives you a ready means of overcoming the difficulty. Very
frequently the external sphincter is tightly contracted in these
cases; if so, it is expedient to divide the inner fibres of the
muscle as well as the mucous membrane, and by doing this you
hardly extend the incision. No confinement or subsequent
dressing is necessary, and I do not know any operation in
surgery where so great an amount of relief is given with so
ittle trouble, either to the patient or the surgeon.
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NATURAL HISTORY, like other branches of knowledge, must
have its philosophy; but whether owing to the extreme diffi-
culty of investigating the laws of life, or from the circumstance
that the natural history of man, as part of the animal creation,
is of necessity included in the inquiry, or from both circum-
stances, certain it is that natural history still rests upon no
philosophic basis. Aristotle’s views were more practical than
theoretical; and he was no anatomist, for descriptive anatomy
had not then been discovered. The fossil remains, moreover,
had not been disinterred, and the history of the globe was in
consequence a mystery. Leibnitz and Newton simultaneously
threw out generalizations in respect of the living animal world
worthy of their great names. They discovered and formuled
the unity in form and construction and materials of all that
lives. But bound down by teleological laws, now proved to
be absolute fictions, they fancied the appearance of life on the
globe to be the affair of yesterday, instead of comprising within
its infinite range millions and millions of years. The bright
ray of truth which lighted up their minds to a just view of
nature was but a sunbeam compared to the glorious luminary
itself: and yet it was the first grand step. Buffon followed,
andLinne; next Goethe and Cuvier; or rather Cuvier first,
for although Goethe preceded him in time he did not in pub-
licity ; lastly, Oken, Spix, and Geoffroy.
Thus gradually have grown up sounder views of life, of the
forms of life on the globe, of their affiliations to each other.
Something like philosophy begins to show itself in works on
natural history. Still there are numerous problems which
remain quite unsolved, of which not the least difficult have a
reference to man. As I have of late years given much atten-
tion to this part of the inquiry, I have ventured to apply some
of the physiological laws connected with species and natural
families to two specimens of the great human family now ex-
hibiting in London-the Aztecque and Bosjieman children.
1st. Mankind is composed of one great natural family, com-
prising many distinct species, unalterable and unaltered by
time or circumstances. In this respect, as in many others, the
human natural family is subjected to the physiological laws
which regulate the powers of life in other natural families.
Man forms no exception to these laws, excepting in this, that
as each natural family has its peculiarities, so man also has his
distinct natural history.
2ndly. The originating or determining cause of species is not
known; but it has continental relations-that is, each continent
possesses species distinct from those of other continents. The
Asiatic lion differs from the African, and the spotted panthers
and leopards of Asia, Africa, and America, are all specifically
distinct. On the vast plains of Africa roams the two-toed
ostrich; a three-toed analogous bird is found on similar plains
of South America; the emeu of Australia differs from both,
and the gigantic birds of New Zealand and Madagascar, now
extinct, wandered, no doubt, over plains now immerged beneath
the ocean. The Asiatic elephant differs specifically from the
African, and both from the extinct mammoth, but still an
elephant; nevertheless, as I shall show presently, they agreed
generically. Now, as regards man, he also is obviously affected
by continental influences; for the zebra differs not more from
the horse than the Saab from the European, the Jew from the
Negro, the Mongol from the Italian.
3rdly. In Nature’s great scheme there is probably no such
thing as species, every conceivable link being filled up in time;
but as this does not occur simultaneously, so gaps appear, and
the species which ought to fill them up are not to be found.
When such gaps are wide, the differences are called generic.
All this is probably an error. If we place the living species
and the extinct together these gaps disappear; species held
to be very remote approximate by means of others, until at last
specific distinctions all but disappear. In this way the species
composing the natural families of the rhinoceros, elephant, &c.,
fossil and recent, have, by being placed in juxtaposition,obliterated the distinctions between the ancient and present
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living zoologies, proving an uninterrupted serial unity. Thus perpetual, in so far as we know; but they also may have their
fell the theory of many creations based on the anatomical re- appointed times. Physical laws, not yet understood by man,
searches of the illustrious Cuvier. produce all these results, of which influences the continental
4thly. Specific distinctions, as viewed by man, are based, first, are the most obvious. They seem to have existed at all times;
on anatomical differences; or, secondly, on external characters. forthefossils of every continent not unfrequently represent, more
Both are required in the determination of species or race, and or less, the animals found thereon. But it would be unsafe to
of natural family. The first, or the anatomical method, pure, extend this law to man, for obvious reasons. These influences
broke down in the hands of Cuvier himself, when he tried it seem still to continue; and hence originates, probably, the
on the natural families of the horse, ox, dog, lion, tiger, bear, curious fact, supported by history, that no intrusive race of
and many others. To these we may add man, upon whom men, foreign to the soil, has yet been able, in the course of
Cuvier did not try his method. The anatomical differences ages, to maintain its ground on a continent to which it did not
between the species of men are much more striking, it is true, originally belong.
than between the horse and ass or zebra, or than those between II. Application of some of these Laws to the Phenomenon of
the lion and tiger, &c.; yet they are not very remarkable. As the A ztecqlw Child1’en. -In the earlier monuments still existing
in these animals, so in man, the strong characteristics reside in in Central America a race of men is represented, to which
the exterior. Remove the integuments from off the horse, ass, modern writers have given the name of Aztecques. Judging
zebra, &c., and by the anatomy of the deeper structures differ- from these artistic and other remains, they were a horrid and
ences are scarcely to be detected-certainly none of importance. superstitious race, prone to bloodshed, like the Red Indians,
The anatomical element failed in this way, in Cuvier’s hands, who succeeded them. They used hieroglyphics, carved them
as a means of detecting species in the natural families of the in their temples, built temples and pyramids, and bore a dis-
dog, horse, cat, lion, tiger, ox, man. Look at the exterior of tant resemblance in many circumstances of their lives to the.
any or all of these: as anatomy alone failed in the establish- ancient Copts, Assyrians, and Babylonians. If they were
ment of specific distinctions, so the exterior alone, being taken strangers to the American soil, which some have thought, they
too much into account, also misleads. The exterior of the brought no domestic animals with them, nor recollections of
dugong unquestionably misled Cuvier in respect of the natural any animals belonging to other countries. Hence their rude
family to which the dugong belongs. He arranged them with sculptures and paintings represent only what is strictly Ame-
the cetacea: the anatomy of the interior convinced me rican. But for these pictorial and artistic records the existence
early of this error,* and showed me that the natural relations of a face, with such a configuration of features and head, would
of the dugong are with the pachydermata. Linne arranged have been questioned and the possibility denied. They bear a
the family with the walrns, and this was preferable to Cuvier’s. marked resemblance to a form of idiotic head, which occa.
The interior obeys the laws of unity; the exterior, those of sionally appears in all the races of men; it consists in are-
species and individualism; yet they are sometimes reversed, markably convex outline of face, small cranium, and retreating
or at least greatly modified. chin; this latter occasionally occurs independent of the other
5thly. As it seems to be a part of Nature’s great scheme to fill characteristics in those who are not idiotic. Such, in brief,
up by an infinite variety of forms all gaps or blanks in the were the Aztecques. How they perished is not known, and,
great series of all that lives, the philosophic inquirer naturally in the absence of facts, it is idle to conjecture. Affiliated races-
investigates chiefly the affiliating races or species, keeping still occupy portions of the American soil, and some Mexican
two objects in view-first, the species which are so affiliated monuments point to insular races still further west as closely
as to constitute a natural family; second, the natural allied with them. I discuss not this point here. The question
families so formed as to constitute a link between one proposed is to explain the appearance of the two children now
natural family and another. In illustration, I shall select in London, and which bear to these ancient occupants of the
from amongst the lower animals a natural family, the American soil an unmistakable resemblance. The explanation
forms of which are, more or less, familiar to all. Their I venture to offer is this: A race of men or animals may be so
exterior being coloured, strengthens the demonstration. The reduced as to be thought extinct; still some remain, and such
natural family I select for the demonstration of what hitherto as do are of course the direct descendants of the ancient race.
has been merely an idea or opinion, admitting of no proof by Or the race may be quite extinct in that locality; and should
direct or intuitive observation, is the salmonidae. Let us individuals appear, having an identity of features and form
accept the division of the salmonidoe into three sub-families with the ancient, such a phenomenon is explicable only on the
already established by naturalists, each comprising many physiological law of "interrupted descent." The extent to
species. These all differ from each other more or less distinctly; which this law acts has not been ascertained. Negro blood
but however greatly they may differ when grown up, the once introduced into a family remains for at least 150 years,
young of every species, and of all, bear the closest resemblance and it is said that the Vandal blood still shows itself in
to each other; and it is chiefly by laying aside some of the Northern Africa, many hundred years after the extinction of
characters present in all the young that the adult comes after- the race. Now it can only show itself by the law of "inter-
wards to be recognised. Thus all the species start from a form rupted descent."
of young which is generic, but not specific; and by those generic It is probable that when a race of animals is destroyed by
characters may be foretold most if not all the specific forms natural causes, as the geological, both kinds of descent are at
afterwards to appear. This is the real affiliation which species once cut off; new species appear, generically affiliated with the
have to each other; it resides in the generic character of the extinct, but specifically different. Paleontology, at least, is
young. It alone is perfect as it embraces all. But if this in favour of this view, and embryology and the transcendental
view be correct, it places zoology upon a scientific basis, and in anatomy explain it, for they show that in the young of every
explains why one form of life prevailed at one time, and after- species many forms are included in the undeveloped individual,
wards another; it provides for the extinction of one species, each of which represents a species, recent or extinct. Th&
and the appearance of another, differing, it is true, from the embryo, then, is the perfect animal generically; the grown
extinct, but generically the same. It explains serial unity and individual represents but one species, the embryo many; and
the persistence for a period of specific forms; it renders even thus is secured the perpetuity of animal life under different
the reappearance of extinct forms not only not impossible, forms, each in unison with the then existing order of things.
but even probable, since they depend, or seem to depend, on A species becomes extinct, but the natural family persists.
geological cataclasms, and the nature of the external media. The discovery of the ruined cities of Central America dates
Lastly, it explains that inexhaustible variety yet regularity, no further back than 1750; those of Guatemala were discovered
that ever-changing and yet persisting world of life cha- by some Spaniards. Antonio del Rio was afterwards sent by
racterizing the history of life on the globe. Affiliation of the King of Spain in 1787 to examine them. Dupins followed
species then means, in this view, the relation which certain in 1805-8. He was an honest, clear-headed observer, but
species have to each other, not merely in their adult or specific without genius; he simply described what he saw. The artist
condition, but their seeming identity in their transitional, he employed was Castenada, a Mexican of unimpeachable
embryonic, or generic condition; and the law, I apprehend, integrity. I mention this especially as the extraordinary
applies to man. The various races of men have a common generic figures he so faithfully copied from the bas-reliefs of Palenque
origin or affiliation: they belong, then, to one family. The might be supposed by some to be fictitious; but the accuracy
species composing it are not formed by external circumstances of his delineations has never been called in question. Now, it
alone, but by the development of a for7n in unison with the is almost incredible, but nevertheless certainly true, that the
existing state of things, to the exclusion of others. As species features of the figures represented by the bas-reliefs of Palenque
never mingle, so no new forms of life so originating ever hold and those of the Aztecque children now exhibiting in London
their ground. Specific forms are of definite duration; generic, bear the very closest resemblance to each other, so that the
&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash;&mdash; identity of the race admits of no sort of doubt. This commis-
* Transactions of the Royal Society of Edinburgh. 1833. sion examined the ruined cities of Guatemala, and the pro
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vince of Chiapa, Xoxhicolo, Mitlu, Copan, Tlascala, and Pa- But it is a great mistake to suppose that the anatomical differ-
lenque. ences the races of men present indicate their approach as a
I shall confine my remarks chiefly to what they observed at generic affiliation with any of the natural families of the higher
Palenque. The bas-reliefs and paintings in Palenque demon- orders of apes. Such may have been the case with some natural
strate that at a period so remote as to be beyond authentic families now extinct, but not with any that now live. Some
history, a race having the features and forms of these Aztecque of the anatomical differences are examples mostly of retrogres-
children occupied the soil of America as masters, built temples sive development towards other races of animals whose forms
and palaces, and had attained a civilization analogous to the are included in the embryo or young, and are common to all
Coptic inhabitants of the banks of the Nile. The Mexicans of the races of men. These retrogressive developments follow
the time of Cortes did not resemble this race, which had no certain laws, regular and constant as the laws of the perfect
doubt become extinct; but they called themselves Aztecques, formation of a species-that is, of a normal progressive deve-
supposing themselves to be the lineal descendants of that race; lopment towards the highest specialization or individualism ;
precisely as the modern French call themselves Franks, although or, in plain terms, the laws of deformation are as constant as
they are not Franks, but Velches-i. e. Celts. the laws of perfect formation, the former leading to variety in
Taking into account the present state of Central and South form, the latter to unity in form; the former developing struc-
America, as described by that talented and acute observer, tures which an individual has in common with all the species
Mr. Darwin, I venture the following theory as to the re- of the natural family to which the individual belongs ; the
appearance of the Aztecque race in these children. " The latter developing only those forms which in themselves consti-
inhabitants of Calloa, a depraved, drunken set of people, tute the species as distinct from all others. Thus, what we call
present every imaginable shade of mixture between European, deformation in any race is no proof that the individuals thus
Negro, and Indian blood." " Mr. Darwin makes the same exhibiting it do so by a regular constant permanent affiliation
remark of many other American Spanish towns. In this with a lower animality. In a word, the proportions of the
mixture is contained the blood of the ancient races of America, skeletons of the limbs, and of the skeleton generally, the forms
now extinct. It reappears from time to time in such forms as of the limbs and torso, the curve of the spine, the well-formed
the Aztecque children, by what I may call the law of "inter- feet and hands, not to mention the skull and brain, place the
rupted descent." " Jewish, Negro, or Gipsy blood, once yellow race at once within the pale of the human family; the
mingled with another race, seems never to disappear. peculiarities they present indicating merely a retrogressive
The Aztecque children, then, represent a race now extinct development, that is, towards other forms included generally
,as a race, reproduced in these children by the law of " inter- but not always, in the embryonic forms, but not towards any
rupted descent." Negro blood, once introduced into a family, lower animality now existing. The perforation of the humerus
will reappear, as I have already observed in the descendants, (arm bone) at its lower extremity in the situation of the
after some hundred years, without any new infusion. The internal fovea or depression is no peculiar mark of animality,
same remark applies to other races, and especially to the Jew though found accidentally in the arm of the Hottentot Venus,
and Gipsy. There seems to be Jewish blood in these children. for, 1st, it does not occur in others of the same race ; 2nd,
But it does not follow that any number of such could reproduce it occurs in the arm-bones of individuals of all races ; 3rd, it is
the race, the necessary conditions for its existence having long not found in the arm-bones of the orans or chimpanzee.
ceased to be. The setting on of the face in the Hottentot, and the small-
I trust that nothing I have said may affect the interest all ness of the nasal bones, are no doubt remarkable ; also the
must feel in contemplating individuals of two of the most re- great size of the jaws, but in these respects they do not exceed
markable races on the globe-the one now extinct, the other the negro race or races.
soon to be. In nothing I have said do I mean to deny the great serial
In conclusion, I venture to hint, that the so-called Aztecques unity of all that ever lived; what I mean is, that the human
delineated on the ruins of Palenque were not natives of the family as it exists is one quite apart from the highest four-
soil of America, but an intrusive race from some other land; handed animals; that there really are no points of resemblance
they shared the fate of all intrusive races-that is, they became sufficiently near to warrant their comparison with each other,
extinct. If my theory be correct, the primitive races of and that those who have raised these questions have done so
mankind might be detected in the features of the inhabitants with the view of showing how easily they could demolish
of localities where a mixed population predominates. Thus, them. " You made the giants first, and then you slew them,"
amongst the hop labourers of Kent, I have seen families who was Fielding’s pithy remark in one of his plays-" See how
bore the strongest resemblance to the Hun and Sclavonians, cleverly I knock down these giants," but they are of your own
and history informs us that Roman legions from Dacia, Pannonii, creation. Some men are born and grow’ up with webbed
and the banks of the Danube were stationed in Kent. The fingers and toes, and others with the median nerve and humeral
features of these races reappear by the law of interrupted artery and bone of the arm arranged as in the cat and tiger.
descent. But independent of the reappearance of a race by Do these deformations prove an approach to the lower animals?
interrupted descent, it ought to be also borne in mind, that as -of an affiliation with a lower class of animals? Not in the
the young of every species of every natural family possess all least; they are merely characteristics of "retrograde develop-
the qualities of all the races composing that natural family, ment;" for failing in the development of a specific zoological
the reappearance of the species after a lapse of time is an event form, Nature produces another, but it does not follow, nor,
in no shape wonderful or miraculous, such being provided for indeed, is it true, that all such developments are necessarily
in Nature’s grand scheme, the varied races of men being but the the affiliations of a natural family with the one next it in serial
product of physical laws, acting on an organization, the young unity.
- generically perfect, pliable, adaptive-above all, including As an anatomist familiar with most comparative forms, and
within it all the forms which the natural family is destined to minutely versed in human structure, I feel bound to say that
assume when developed and specialized in time and space. at no time could I ever perceive any sei-ial affiliation between
____ 
the human family and the highest apes existing. I do not
-
mean by this that man stands apart from the living world, and
THE SAABS OR BOSJIEMAN RACE. that a gap exists between him and all that lives; no such gap
The boy and girl now exhibiting in London under the name exists in Nature’s works. But what I mean is this, that the
of Earthmanigen belong to the yellow race of Southern Africa, seeming gap must not be offered as proof that such really exists.
known by the various names of Hottentot, Bosjieman, Saab, Apes are not convertible into men, and for this simple reason, they
&c. The race differs, perhaps, more than any other, anatomi- do not belong to the same natural family. The species forming
eally, from the other races of men, and in this respect is the the natural family of man are numerous, and some may be ex-
most remarkable of any ; but I use the word perhaps, for, in tinct. What these resembled we do not know, and cannot know,
point of fact, few of the races of men have been examined by because the exteg-ior, on which most specific distinctions rest, is
persons entitled to the name of anatomists, and, as a matter lost. Had the Saab ceased to exist before their discovery by Eu-
of course, on none others, in a question of this kind, can any ropeans, and their osseous remains only been found, no zoologist
dependence be placed. Unfortunately for science, the Saab that ever lived could have restored to science the exact forms
woman who died in Paris in 1820, was not examined in so far of this singular race of men. From the size of the jaws they
as I can learn, by any anatomist minutely acquainted with might have been conjectured to have been a coloured race
the human frame. The account, therefore, contained in the perhaps Negroes. Now look at them as drawn by Geoffroy
great work on the Mammiferes, by Geoffroy and Frederick and F. Cuvier in their great work, and say what the conjecture
Cuvier, in as far as regards the anatomical structure, merits but amounts to. The same remarks apply strictly to all the otherlittle attention. Dr. Tiedeman, of Heidelberg, informed me races of men. The Jew and Gipsy, if extinct, could not havethat the native Australian differs anatomically from the other been restored, nor the Copt, nor the Aztecque, but through the
xaces of men quite as remarkably as do the Saabs or Hottentots. means of monumental records. ’
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An attempt has been lately made to establish a direct The direct affiliation of the Saab with the other races of men
affiliation between the Papuan and Australian races gene- is, then, unknown; but if they ever existed in Northern Africa,
rally, supposing them to be distinct, and the Chimpanzees traces of them may still be discovered, if not by monumental
and Orans. It has been imagined that in these human record, at least by the law of interrupted descent. Amidst
races the frontal sinuses are either wholly wanting or less the ruins of Pompeii drawings have been discovered of pigmy
perfectly developed than in the other races of men, and men fighting with birds taller than themselves; but such
that in this respect they resemble the Oran and Chim- drawings may be fancy sketches by the Pompeian artist, repre-
panzee. The approximation is wrong in fact and in principle. senting scenes of which he had read in the third book of the-
It is not a fact that the frontal sinuses are less developed in matchless Iliad.
the Australian or Papuan race than in others of the human In conclusion, the various species of men are not convertible-
family, in so far at least as 1 have observed; and secondly, the into each other by intermarriage, nor by climate unconnected
proposed affiliation is wrong in principle, for the frontal sinuses with geological epochs. They are not explicable by the law
are not peculiarly the attributes of man. They exist much of imperfect development, (arrest of development,) for in point
more extensively in other animals; they are small, and often of fact no such law exists. The law of retrogressive develop-
wanting in women of all races; they reach their maximum in ment explains all the anomalies. All the species of men and
animals much lower in the scale than the quadrimana. A animals did not appear at once-an assertion which, though
strange physiological conjecture as to their uses has been also seemingly supported by De Blainville, was distinctly refuted
tacked to these views, which we have seen to be essentially by Cuvier-but they all exist in the natural families, and thus
erroneous. Their absence is supposed to explain the hoarse, their palseontological succession is provided for. Anatomy
rough voice of the Papuan. No voice is coarser and harsher alone is not sufficient to prove specific differences, nor to
than that of the Jew and the Saxon, and yet the frontal sinuses establish distinct species; the presence of the exterior is
are large enough in both. Of the melody of the voice of the ele- necessary, and is the most important. Thus the lion and
phant and pig, which have the sinuses very large, all can judge. tiger, species perfectly distinct, and never mistaken for each
Some distinguished observers, and amongst these my much other, differ so little in their teeth and skeleton as to be with
esteemed friend, Dr. Andrew Smith, are of opinion that the difficulty distinguished. With some difficulty, and after a
Hottentot and Bosjieman of all tribes are truly of one race. I good many trials, anatomists point out a minute difference
feel disposed to adopt a view which may, perhaps, reconcile in the extent of the nasal process of the maxillary bones. It
facts and difficulties. The various tribes of the yellow race is the same in respect of the horse and ass ; in these the
are all of one sub-family thus closely affiliatcd to each other, nasal bones differ a little from each other; that is all.
but yet distinct,-a primitive autochthonic race,-the earliest Now look at these animals when alive and clothed with their
of man in Southern Africa; but they are of different species exterior.
or races. They appear to me to belong to a distinct sub- The Saab differs from other races of men, and more especially
family of mankind, and to stand in that relation to each other from the European, chietly in the bones of the nose, the size
which Csssar so happily describes in his usual terse and expres- and elongation of the jaws, and the setting on of the face.
sive manner as the case with the people whom the Romans Now look at the exterior! Does any difficulty arise in dis-
called Galli : "They are composed," he says, " of three distinct criminating the species? But he differs also in many other-
people-namely, the Belgians, the Celts, and the Aquatanians; anatomical characters. As there are Ro pithecian men, so there-
and although these are obviously distinct from each other, they can be no anthropomorphous apes. It is quite a delusion. I do
have in common a Gaulish look," leaving no doubt as to their not mean to deny the great serial unity first shown to exist
origin and affiliation with each other. The yellow race of by De Blainville, as to all that lives and has lived. The con-
Africa cannot be traced to or from any other continent. They necting links between the bimane and quadrumane may one
are purely African. Their geographical distribution, other- day be found, but nothing of the kind has occurred as yet;
wise than this that they are African, is not well known. They and although it is probable that in Nature’s grand scheme no
have been already traced to latitude 15&deg; or 16&deg; south; but that such thing as species is contemplated, yet, for reasons already
they extend much further into Central Africa I have no doubt. given, species will always be a. reality to man-a belief in the
Homer speaks of a race of pigmies, and such are mentioned distinctness and perpetuity of species will ever form an innate
by Diodorus; their locality was Africa. In the Oasis, described idea with men. One result of the anatomical labours of the
by Mr. St. John, a race of men were found not unlike, in so immortal Cuvier was to establish the fact that the extinct or
far as I could understand his description, to the Namaqua fossil world was specifically and even generically distinct from
Hottentot, supposing the Hottentot to be equal to a kind of the present, this view being further supported by the law of
civilization such as exists in the Oasis of Ammon. the transcendental in anatomy. As regards species, I admit
It is sufficiently remarkable, that the least barbarous tribes the accuracy of the results, but not as applied generically, to
of Hottentots were found nearest to the Cape, and the more the same extent at least. By dissection, and by the monu-
savage towards the tropics. Their affiliation with some other mental records of Egypt, mummies, &c., he next endea-
races of men, still lower in the scale of humanity, must be voured to prove the fixity of species. The proofs were
sought for towards the equator; and rumours are abroad that not great, and in point of fact were refuted by palseonto-
such a race exists. Far to the north, and beyond the Calihari logy in a certain sense ; the conclusion, notwithstanding,
or Southern Sahara, the Saabs have been traced, living amongst was no doubt correct; but Cuvier forgot to provide in his
the Caffre nations, but quite distinct from them. The Bush- theory, if theory it can be called, for the reproduction of life
men are there called Basoos; they are still smaller than the under other forms--that is, for the appearance on the earth
colonial Bushmen; they make little hollows in the ground in of new species. The explanation was to be found in that
which they burrow at night, sleeping with their feet outside form of philosophy which he disliked and rejected-the trans-
the caross or cloak made of the skins of some animal taken in cendental.
the chase; they place their feet towards a little fire, which ________________________________________
affords them some warmth, and protects them from the wild
animals. In stature they average four feet four inches and a RECENT CHEMICAL DiscovEBiBS.&mdash;A recent chemical
half-French measure. Like the Mongolian, they have no discovery proves that alcohol may be made synthetically from
beard. But a French traveller, who penetrated deeply into coal-gas (and probably other carbo-hydrogens) and water. If
the country of the Amazooloos, relates, on the authority of a the discovery prove remunerative, it may very much modify-
chief of that nation, that there exists a race of pigmies not the expense of quinine prepared by alcohol, tinctures, and ethers
exceeding three feet four inches in stature, residing in the of all kinds, and would, we are sure, be a welcome boon to
country of the Saponzas; they are called Kopolalos, and are curators of museums and others. The eminent pharmaceutical
reported to be of a tawny colour, like Bushmen, with black chemist of Dublin, Donovan, lately took advantage of the ice
tufted hair, but with the addition of a think and strong beard. and snow, so plentiful in that city, to examine into the pro-
Their power of vision is admirable. What is still more strange perties of some pharmaceutical ethers, which would be impos-
is, that they live in the hillocks made by the termites (white sible without large masses of ice and snow; amongst the rest,
ants), which abound all over Southern Africa; these they chloric ether, now so frequently found in prescriptions. This
scoop out for the purpose of converting them into huts; like able chemist states that there is no such compound at all as
the Bushmen, they use the bow and arrow. These, no doubt, chloric ether, and what is known as perchloric ether detonates
are the true Earthmen; but the Amazooloos contend that they violently by even shaking the bottle. Surgeons prescribe
are not Bushmen, whom they know well. Strange sights still chloric ether, but the patient gets Dutch oil, more generally
await the adventurous traveller, who, from the south, will ex- chloroform in an insoluble state, or spirits of wine; but the
plore Central Africa to the Equator, and beyond; for it is in nearest approach to chloric ether is muriatic ether, which he
this land, no doubt, that we must look for a race of men still succeeded in obtaining, or perchloric ether, which he gives a
lower, perhaps, in the scale of humanity, caution not to use, as it explodes.
